
 

New solar-cell design based on dots and wires
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Scanning Electron Microscope images show an array of zinc-oxide nanowires
(top) and a cross-section of a photovoltaic cell made from the nano wires,
interspersed with quantum dots made of lead sulfide (dark areas). A layer of gold
at the top (light band) and a layer of indium-tin-oxide at the bottom (lighter area)
form the two electrodes of the solar cell. Credit: Jean, et al. Advanced Materials

Using exotic particles called quantum dots as the basis for a photovoltaic
cell is not a new idea, but attempts to make such devices have not yet
achieved sufficiently high efficiency in converting sunlight to power. A
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new wrinkle added by a team of researchers at MIT—embedding the
quantum dots within a forest of nanowires—promises to provide a
significant boost.

Photovoltaics (PVs) based on tiny colloidal quantum dots have several
potential advantages over other approaches to making solar cells: They
can be manufactured in a room-temperature process, saving energy and
avoiding complications associated with high-temperature processing of
silicon and other PV materials. They can be made from abundant,
inexpensive materials that do not require extensive purification, as
silicon does. And they can be applied to a variety of inexpensive and
even flexible substrate materials, such as lightweight plastics.

But there's a tradeoff in designing such devices, because of two
contradictory needs for an effective PV: A solar cell's absorbing layer
needs to be thin to allow charges to pass readily from the sites where
solar energy is absorbed to the wires that carry current away—but it also
needs to be thick enough to absorb light efficiently. Improved
performance in one of these areas tends to worsen the other, says Joel
Jean, a doctoral student in MIT's Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science (EECS).

"You want a thick film to absorb the light, and you want it thin to get the
charges out," he says. "So there's a huge discrepancy."

That's where the addition of zinc oxide nanowires can play a useful role,
says Jean, who is the lead author of a paper to be published in the journal
Advanced Materials. The paper is co-authored by chemistry professor
Moungi Bawendi, materials science and engineering professor Silvija
Gradečak, EECS professor Vladimir Bulović, and three other graduate
students and a postdoc.

These nanowires are conductive enough to extract charges easily, but
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long enough to provide the depth needed for light absorption, Jean says.
Using a bottom-up growth process to grow these nanowires and
infiltrating them with lead-sulfide quantum dots produces a 50 percent
boost in the current generated by the solar cell, and a 35 percent increase
in overall efficiency, Jean says. The process produces a vertical array of
these nanowires, which are transparent to visible light, interspersed with
quantum dots.

"If you shine light along the length of the nanowires, you get the
advantage of depth," he says. But also, "you decouple light absorption
and charge carrier extraction, since the electrons can hop sideways onto
a nearby nanowire and be collected."

One advantage of quantum dot-based PVs is that they can be tuned to
absorb light over a much wider range of wavelengths than conventional
devices, Jean says. This is an early demonstration of a principle that,
through further optimization and improved physical understanding,
might lead to practical, inexpensive new kinds of photovoltaic devices,
he says.

Already, the test devices have produced efficiencies of almost 5 percent,
among the highest ever reported for a quantum-dot PV based on zinc
oxide, he says. With further development, Jean says, it may be possible
to improve the devices' overall efficiency beyond 10 percent, which is
widely accepted as the minimum efficiency for a commercially viable
solar cell. Further research will, among other things, explore using longer
nanowires to make thicker films, and also work on better controlling the
spacing of the nanowires to improve the infiltration of quantum dots
between them.

  More information: "ZnO Nanowire Arrays for Enhanced
Photocurrent in PbS Quantum Dot Solar Cells" 
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10 … a.201204192/abstract
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This story is republished courtesy of MIT News
(web.mit.edu/newsoffice/), a popular site that covers news about MIT
research, innovation and teaching.
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